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1 June 2017 
 
 
Sisters and brothers in Christ,  
 
As I was giving thought to this letter, news came through of the suicide bombing in Manchester on 
22nd May.  For a few days before I had been mulling over the injunction of Abba Poeman: ‘All we need 
is a vigilant spirit.’  That saying had been on my mind as we prepare for the Methodist Conference, 
and in particular it was informed by a degree of anxiety that we might allow ourselves to become too 
narrowly focused on the report on the triennial statistical returns (item 42 in the Conference agenda).  
That is most certainly a report which will require us to address the question, ‘What is the state of the 
work of God?’  The report is understandably detailed and the findings are numerically stark.  Would 
we, I was wondering, remember that we are only a part of God’s tapestry and express our being in the 
body of Christ rather more vibrantly than by counting?  Would we have the courage to live as people 
called to work out our calling on a very large map? After all, the resurrection is of cosmic significance. 
 
The attack in Manchester swept such considerations away as each of us wrestles with more urgent 
questions; What are we to do? What are we to say? Who are we to be?  There will, inevitably, be an 
urgency to those questions for any who find themselves ministering in a community affected by such 
atrocious attacks.  That said, each of us, at differing levels, is affected by them, for we are one body 
and as God’s people we share in a sense of pain and bewilderment just as much as we unite in our 
ability to know God’s presence.  The fans of Ariana Grande and the children of Syria are each, like 
those of us recorded on a Methodist list, the children of God.    
 
Any sense of bewilderment that we have is far deeper than an event in time or its immediate 
aftermath.  We are confused at the motives of people who seek to make points though shameful acts 
of violation that deny life, that deny good and serve only to increase bitterness.  For all our eloquence 
we are simply confused and not a little overwhelmed by the complexity of the spiral of hatred.  How is 
our response of love given any credibility in the midst of a context that appears so marred by 
fractious electioneering, arguments over European identity, violence, and a denial of human dignity?  
My thinking then about the need to be vigilant has been refocused, but it seems as necessary as 
ever, as urgent for us as for the early Church.   
 
Since 22nd May, we have heard the injunction to be vigilant used repeatedly – but not necessarily in a 
positive way. As the terror threat level was raised to critical, politicians urged the public to be vigilant. 
Such an injunction in such a climate carries implications that we must be vigilant against the 
activities of the ‘other’ – implications that breed a spirit devoid of openness and that play to our 
deeply-hidden prejudices. ‘All we need is a vigilant spirit.’  This demands of us a considerable degree 
of insight and strength.  It is more than being watchful; it is about allowing Christ to reign in every 
fibre of our being. Our participation in the resurrection is why we will refuse to shy away from the hard 
and searching questions.  Ours is, after all, the task to offer messages of hope and to live in the light 
of the risen and ascended Christ.  So, the need to be vigilant is because we are concerned with the 
call of God and the needs of our complex world.  When we are vigilant we begin to translate God’s 
love into the contexts of our ministry; we see the world and engage with our fellow human beings 
through the lens of God’s grace.  Vigilance will prevent us from being so conformed, so respectable 
that we fail to be prophetic.  Prophets do, after all, seem to be remarkably vigilant people.  Go and 
read the obituaries of Pauline Webb and see there a spirit of vigilance from which we benefit. 
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Vigilance is more essential than we perhaps recognise.  It will keep us from being so consumed in our 
action that we fail to hear and to see and to know God. It will prevent us from becoming so focused 
on the agenda of the Conference that we fail to see the weeping child.  When we are vigilant we see 
the possibilities of God, and the fullest expression of that is seen in the triumph of life over death.  
When we are vigilant we move to a greater depth of critical awareness of the world which, in turn, 
enables us to be involved in all manner of adventures, free from distraction. 
 
Vigilance reminds us of all that is born in our meeting with God. Without that, we shall have a very 
shallow Conference, a very hollow offer to the world, and a failure to be surprised by the depth of 
God’s cosmic activity. 
 
Let us pray, with some urgency, for a vigilant spirit that we may know God. 
 

 

Gareth J PowellGareth J PowellGareth J PowellGareth J Powell    
Secretary of the Conference 
 
 
 
Time for GodTime for GodTime for GodTime for God    

 

Delivery me, O God, 

from too intense an application 

to even necessary business 

I know how this dissipates my thoughts 

from the one end of all my business, 

and impairs that lively perception 

I would ever retain of Thee 

standing at my right hand. 

 

I know the narrowness of my heart, 

and that an eager attention to earthly 

things 

leaves it no room for the things of 

heaven. 

O teach me to go through all my 

employments 

with so truly disengaged a heart 

that I may still see Thee in all things, 

and see Thee therein as continually 

looking upon me, 

and searching my heart, 

and that I may never impair that liberty 

of spirit 

which is necessary for the love of Thee. 

John Wesley (1703-1791) 

Loving God, 

Open our hearts, 

so that we may feel the breath and play of your 

Spirit. 

Unclench our hands 

so that we may reach out to one another, 

and touch and be healed. 

Open our lips 

that we may drink in the delight and wonder of 

life. 

Unclog our ears 

to hear your agony in our inhumanity. 

Open our eyes, 

so that we may see Christ in friend and stranger. 

Breathe your Spirit into us, 

and touch our lives with the life of Christ, Amen. 

Anon 
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The following ministers have died since I last wroteThe following ministers have died since I last wroteThe following ministers have died since I last wroteThe following ministers have died since I last wrote        
    
DeaconsDeaconsDeaconsDeacons    
 
L Judith Ireland 
Susan M Jackson 
 

PresbytersPresbytersPresbytersPresbyters    
 
Allan J Bowers 
Michael D Burch 
Robert Delap 
Peter M Dolling 
Michael A Hayman 
Brian S Jones  
Roger E Lowe 
David Mason 
James A McWade 
John A Newton 
Clive Scott 
R Patrick M Spurrier  
Roy A Stent 
Leonard E Sutch 
Peter W Sutcliffe 
James E Stringfellow 
Denys O Terry 
Geoffrey C Walton-Pratt 
 

    
May the souls of the faithful, through the mercy of God, rest in peace, and rise in glory. Amen 

    


